These are comments on the paintings creating travel stations (space probes, box
kites, phone booths).
The decisions made during the creation of project Journey-Along-the-Wire [Polentransport]
were the result of being confronted with powerful and overwhelming associations. This sense of
exposure is what gave the project its distinctly social character. Furthermore, some things which
we create or sense – regardless of decisions made by female or male curators–spectators–sculptors–
–painters – belong not to us, but to the objects and paintings themselves. As such, the overwhelming associative dimension that generated artistic creation, as well as the fact that the
objects per se also generate new, unforeseen associations, both contributed to the installation’s
sense of spaciousness and the sense of magnitude that radiates from these small (65 x 54cm)
paintings.

Station 1 . Politics Is Burning Us [Soziale Plastik]
Politics is burning us, soziale Plastik, deals with social sculpture, with sculpting a material; it is
about what we undergo rather than what we do, even in the form of reflexes. As such, it is about
the type of tragic, unsolvable things which are out of our control, but which nevertheless affect
us. They do something to us: for instance, the National Museum in Warsaw, whose politics is
beyond our control, has no right to make such a fuss over the figure of the Pope. Politics does
this without our involvement or agency, yet it does so in our stead: it does so inside of us, it does
it in our language, in our customs, our usus, in our organs–genitals–brains.

0 1 . Suffice to change the colour of the pond (into which the Pope is about to throw a black stone)
from red to white-red in order to change something: now we start to inquire whether the Pope
is in fact holding up the stone rather than throwing it: holding it up as long as his strength lasts,
in order to protect the Polish pond. So two popes lift stones with inscriptions: “We want (the) choice”;
“of a Form of Terror”. The repetition of the figure of the pope also references the columns and
to the avant-corps of the Museum's building (to its monumentalism–fascism–modernism).

0 2 . The tragic, because unsolvable, issue of the death of doctor Sergey Maximishin, who treated
Alexei Navalny in Omsk when the latter was poisoned with Novichok – a chemical weapon
agent. The doctor's death is juxtaposed with the Poland’s on-going political discussions about
threats against preborn life (pre- and post-conception), imagined as a Polish woman character
(from a Cyberpunk game) by Marta and Kaja (Lempart and Godek).

0 3 . Metaphor and its disease – we see a supermodel who wears a hijab in line with her religious beliefs and a bride in North Korea who wears a wedding costume with a badge with a pair
of leaders on it. A metaphor for the sexual potential of women and the disease implied in it: we
experience satisfaction upon recognizing beauty, youth, and procreation in images of subjection.

0 4 . In the cytoplasmic Ocean of Intelligence, on the planet Solaris, the richest art investor in
the world is swimming, hidden, while, out in the open, are his yacht, his mother and his wife,
and all of these are produced using colonies of fungi–slime moulds. A human community on
the move in search of food resembles a community of slime moulds. At the same time, it needs
yachts and the richest investors, an explosion of wealth, which during our Journey-Along-the-Wire [Polentransport] mission, can be produced only by slime moulds.

0 5 . A lightning bolt: the symbol of the Women's Strike in Poland in 2020. During my investigation of Beuys, I unexpectedly came across a GDR Hero of Labour, a recordbreaking mine
worker with a drill in his hand. Compare a drill and a lightning bolt with respect to the direction,
power and repetition of effort implied in hard work.

Station 1A. Socialness–Realness [Culture-Making]
There are 4x2 – hence 8 – stations on our journey. Each of the paintings has its own qualities
and the stations (consisting of 5 paintings) also have their own qualities. As they face each other,
a station and its echo (e.g. 1 and 1A) will instigate a conversation. While a first station concerns
a situation which cannot be solved by the community and which is beyond its control, a second
one refers to social ways of reacting, even at the level of reflex. Successive layers will emerge
when we observe a reflex, a discomfort, a sense of despair, a will to change. A community where
politics sculpts Social Sculpture (Soziale Plastik), and its reactions. The life of any material begins
at the moment it starts to react. A community reacts to the fact that “politics is burning us”
(station 1.): placing our hands on top of a burning place in the front (the groin) and in the back
(buttocks): these two gestures already constitute a cultural code. Also “in the front” and “in the
back” constitute at least two layers of culture–cultivation, called in our project “culture-making”.

0 6 . On the left, a work by Martin Kippenberger, from the exhibition Kunst in der Leipziger
Messe. A gate to a metro station, in the middle of nowhere: through this gate, you can leave
to any destination, even to another planet. The gate, made out of steel, takes on the shape of
an image of our planet, depicted using propagandist visual language. The grid of the globe is
pierced by a hammer while the two appended breasts are suggestive of a mother, a girl,
a woman. On the right (derived from the book Kippenberger Frauen) a photo of a fridge
calendar with a section for girls' photos, and a fixed over every image inscription: “Only One”;
“Another Girl. Another Planet”, where a photo of Ulrike Meinhof has been placed. Is it related
to every new generation's search for “a new world” through a reflex of anarchy and terror
(Kippenberger RAF–FRAU)?

0 7 . Expressing protest: Giotto-like gestures and body poses. Expressions of pain, despair,
hopelessness – images known to us since antiquity. The text on the banner: “MY BODY/
NOT THE PRIEST'S”, which seems to be too general, has been changed into: “MY BODY/
NOT FOR/ A PRIEST”. During “my” investigations of the visual arts, I try to identify a specific
priest and “my material body”, driven by the conditioned or unconditioned reflex of truth-seeking.

0 8 . Fish that live in the Ocean of Intelligence of the planet Solaris (new territories for the Polentransport mission in Polish hands against a landscape blurred in the manner of Gerhard
Richter) are held by a person in a vest wearing a mask of Joseph Beuys with the face of a smiling
cat. Indirectly, the painting also thematizes our conviction that the Intelligence as a new material
will be caught by Beuys – a cat hunts unintentionally, instinctively. The fish, the vest, the mask
and the cat’s smile have been produced by a colony of fungi–slime moulds. The shape of the
bomb-fish on the right has been reproduced by the cytoplasm of the Ocean of Intelligence –
and this by means of sequences of actions, skills and reflexes, which JB remembers from his
time in the civilizing, military action (of penetration, of expansion) into new territories.

0 9 . When I entered the phrase “politics is burning us” into a search engine, the two illustrations which are shown in the picture were what first appeared on the screen. When politics
burns us, our reactions, our reflexes, the things that we do with our hands when we scratch or
touch, are Culture-Making: the basic patterns of behaviour, the codes, the layers of culture in
our realness–socialness.

1 0 . On the left, a photograph by Rodchenko of tree trunks pointing to a dirty sky. On the right,
pink architecture from Novy Urengoy, city in Russia in the region where Yamal gas is extracted.
We look upon issues with gas deliveries to Poland and empty gas storage places. After
a moment's reflection, we see the establishment not of a European but of a Russian Green Deal
(in a Polish red+white = pink colour).

S t a t i o n 2 . T h e I n t e l l i g e n c e o f t h e W o r d [ M a t e r i a l e i g e n s c h a f t e n]
Material properties refer to the materials used by Beuys and to his alchemy. A material that
Beuys chooses possesses a specific property, e.g. fat/heat, copper/conductivity. The Intelligence
from Solaris, which is a new material which is being used in the project Journey-Along-the-Wire [Polentransport], has the specific property of being able to cope with new situations: this
property is what enables us to survive the journey. The application of a similar alchemical
principle to words reveals that words have a similar property: they are able to adjust to change,
to designate, to change existing names; words can give a title or a name to a painting and can
describe its actual and potential state. They are intelligent.

1 1 . Supple, intelligent and able to cope with a new situation: these words state that the
Vatican’s Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith as well as Pope Franciscus himself have
morally approved of the use of cell lines derived from fetuses aborted in the 1960s for the
production of anti-Covid vaccines. The most important annunciation here, however, is by
Angel/ika (not Archangel/ika): Women were shocked that men were shocked.

1 2 . Two words: “Territory”; “Terror”. These words refer and adapt to each other while also
preserving their own meanings: this is how the intelligence of a word works. The issue of
territory is crucial in Beuys's economy. His economy is concerned with the expansion of culture,
of civilization, of power, and as a result, with the need to conquer more and more new territories. It is also concerned with expansion through the element of Gift (Polentransport) and
through the art market (von hier aus).

1 3 . A painting and a word depict the same: nukleare Kinderfestung (Atompilz). Depicted:
a children's fortress inside a mushroom cloud. It can be entered from outside using a ladder.
The inside only fits a child. A child creates his own world in there, just as if inside one of those
Indian teepees we often find in children’s rooms.

1 4 . The words in the painting, despite being intelligent, can hardly cope: “The rabbit's foot”;
“Green Dwarfs and the Mushroom Mask”; “Schätzpreis”; “Ergebnis”. At the moment of the formation of the German Green Party in 1980, Der Spiegel’s cover depicted the party members
as “Grüne Zwerge” (Green Dwarfs): (seemingly) harmless and kind-hearted, buried since
1945 in the gardens of local politics. Beuys, using his authority, supported the incipient Green
Movement. The foot of a Eurasian rabbit attached to the pocket of Beuys’s vest (lined with rabbit
fur) reveals his correct diagnosis as well as a geopolitical point of view: worth voting for
(Wahl!). On the right, Beuys's reference to the Christian rite of crucifixion and to the pagan
solar rite, cast in bronze (resembling the CanCan dance): Sun Cross (Sonnenkreuz).

1 5 . This is the only Beuysian item out of 13 curiosities of the Darmstadt Museum. For me, the
most important thing is that the fruits (from mom) and the word “sausages” – which I have
added in the painting – are canned in the same jar, and that all of this is presented in front of
piles of folders sealed with wax. I remember this museum from 1984, which is when the Beuys’s
deposit was opened to the public: kilometer of art works and showcases. Whatever Beuys had
touched – choosing objects according to the concept of readymade by the overrated Duchamp,
but also signing them with his own signature – could sit and wait there finally to be noticed by
a visitor. I remember a thermometer, measuring heat, jammed into a pile of fat. I remember,
as an expression of Beuys’s sense of sympathy, an installation that was not part of the Darmstadt Museum’s collection: Wirtschaftswerte (1984 version): empty packages of yeast, sand
cake, baking margarine, Turek coffee from socialist Poland. A lead casket with a Polish milk
bottle that has red crosses in the middle on both sides, a blue glass shine. A word: “(I) remember”.

Station 2A. Journey-Along-the-Wire [Solaris]
We make a journey within the context of visual art, and this journey reaches Solaris in the form
of several pre-myths, stories, and warnings. On our way, there are dangers but there is also
something essential – intelligence which will help us to survive this journey.
Asymmetriads and Sirens. On Solaris, the Ocean of Intelligence produces, from its cytoplasmic
content, gigantic asymmetriads; it multiplies beings, words, letters and forms, creating creatures
that are as big as cities on Earth and as big as Earth itself. It designs them on the basis of impressions, memories, emotions, intuitions memorized by the Earthlings’ brains. In the scientists'
dreams and in explanations given in these dreams, the Ocean of Intelligence produces neutrino
Sirens, and it creates them for the scientists on the basis of shapes they had memorized and sensed
and which have been retrieved from their memory.

1 6 . In the paintings of this station, there is a recurring inscription “SOLARISISSSSSSSS”. It was
made using the font taken from a Polish poster for a USSR movie. On our way to Solaris, we pass by
Afghanistan: a girl's face in a photojournalistic image. When you see a face, you automatically say
“put on a mask”. Now, we are just dealing with a pandemic, but are we also not referring to a more
severe version of the Taliban’s codex which obliges a woman to cover up more and more parts of
her body? As work on this painting proceeded, a rectangle with a link to a pushpushgo.com
newsletter appeared in the upper right corner of my computer screen; in it, the information:
Coronavirus. More than 17 thous…Could this incident make the order “Put on a Mask!” (as it
derives from the realm of Islamic prescription and prohibition) sound any less harsh to the girl?
The situation we encounter here somewhat resembles the one we discuss in the comments on
Metaphor and its disease (a painting of station 1.).

1 7 . A mermaid on a screen: we can hear her voice. A song for our ears which, as we well know,
becomes a shriek once the spell is broken. It leads sailors and travellers to their deaths. On our
journey, the shriek is howled down by a small violin player placed in a studio in front of a screen.
Greek letters in the inscription on the left:•••••• ••• •••••••: ••••••• •••••••• •••••
•• ••••••••••••
. They mean: MERMAID FROM SOLARIS: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS MY CONDOM.

1 8 . The painting was assembled using elements from two events: (a) in 2021, a protest by corona
sceptics in Poland, during which a woman with panties on her face questions the notion of
wearing a mask and (b) the space shuttle expedition by philanthropist George Soros with his
granddaughter Greta. Soros and Greta go on an expedition to fight the plague of denunciations
and fake news, such as, for instance, a fake picture with a comment that refers to Soros and
Greta Thunberg as grandfather and granddaughter. Postscript Pilz–Blut refers to the necessary
blood ties produced by colonies of fungi–slime moulds so that the fake can become a fact.

1 9 . The ear of a psychologist Kevin: Kevin is the only one of the scientists on the Solaris station
who survives the neutrino Sirens’ song. He is positioned as if he is sleeping: dreams and explanations given in these dreams.
Postscript: Ein Psychologe erlebt das Intelligenze Ozean Kontakt. And the second insertion concerns an Icon: layers of colours are used to paint a human body: black–olive–flesh colour–white.
An icon is a form of perpetuating this story, of making it holy.

2 0 . From left to right: (a) a version of the 2020 All-Poland Women's Strike emblem made by the
Russian graphic artist Jekaterina Glazkova; (b) the character of Julia Jacklin singing a Christmas
song in 2020 dressed as a female Santa Claus – she is in a music video which was shot against
a screen which has an image of the sky on it; (c) a honey pump*. The painting contains an important
remark about the shuttle’s capability for transport to Solaris, as well as a remark about a need
to create, during our travel, things and characters that are necessary (by colonies of fungi). Three
devices weigh 150 kg: this refers to a) the emblem made by Glazkova; b) the female Santa Claus
against the image of the sky; c) the honey pump that is used to extract the sweetness that is stored
in the Women's Strike sign and in the female Santa Claus.
* In his 1976 Installation, Beuys used a honey pump to pump up 150 kg of honey and 100 kg
of margarine. He did this as part of the FIU (Free International University) Discussion Forum.

Station 3 . Alternate Words [Sur–viv–al]
This station could be about words and images, those words and images that are able to reverse
the meaning of words and images. Here, for example, the Polish rainbow, is made of the word
“rainbow” using a colony of fungi–slime moulds. The rainbow is already white-and-red-and-white-and-red-and-white-and-red-and-white-and-red, which signals that the Covenant is still
in force – nevertheless creating a new phenomenon for the first time since the days of Noah.
In the same way, the words that Beuys uses in alternation – I=Art=Capital=Revolution=I – may
survive. These words relate to our socialness–realness. However, it may turn out that Beuys's “I”
appropriates the whole territory. In this case, anyone can be an artist only when Beuys says so
and only on his terms. Beuys treats any person he indicates as an organic ready-made, a germ
that is subject to further formation. At the same time, when Beuys sees a man–germ, he states:
when I see a man, I know immediately what question he wants to ask.
*Therefore, we are led to wonder, in order to survive: what is it that he might ask?

2 1 . Do alternate words induce alternate images? We see single snowflakes and two female
dogs: Georgia and Greece sitting on a pier on the shore of the cytoplasmic Ocean of Intelligence. As a male/ female painter, I painted the image with egg tempera, casting aside any sense
of illusion. The image is inspired by the painting Hunters in the Snow (Jaegers in de Sneeuw),
which is part of Pieter Bruegel the Elder’s Series of the Seasons. Pieter Bruegel the Elder, by
contrast, painted on a board with oil paint – with the purpose of creating an illusion. Can we
see other scenes, other seasons on the planet Solaris, without an illusion? The two female dogs,
as tiny asymmetriads, are so small that they are almost invisible compared to the phenomena
of Solaris. Despite all of this, the image, which I saw, I painted.

2 2 . Bogacka's painting, redrawn by me. In it, Bogacka is saying: the Ocean of Intelligence is
pissing, men explain things to me, (Mansplaining). The image is painted with a kind of extratemporal, intelligent substance made from potassium permanganate (KMnO4) and egg tempera adhesive (yolk, veneer, water). In the reality of the art work, this substance is, in terms of
its effect and properties, similar to the substance of the Ocean of Intelligence. This substance
creates the woman and the image, and it pisses forth from that woman only and it does so in
that image only. So we are dealing with a cyber discharge, an unreal substance that refers to
the material reality of another image.

2 3 . Words-images and alternate meanings. “Iwo Jima” refers to an iconic image from the
Pacific war: the moment when six soldiers raised the American flag; the image was later reproduced as a memorial statue in Arlington, Washington, as well as on postage stamps. The painted
image “Iwo Jima” shows a Trump supporter holding a falling flag during the riots in the
aftermath of the Presidential elections, on January 6, 2021, in the vicinity of the Capitol (from
where you can see the Arlington cemetery memorial). Here, the flag falls as a result of the police’s
robot-like actions, which, in America, could take place anywhere, anytime.

2 4 . Pilz–Polenregenbogen: a rainbow will survive only if it is white and red, and if it is made
(during the Journey-Along-the-Wire [Polentransport] mission) out of the word “rainbow” by
a colony of fungi–slime moulds.

2 5 . A masked obstetric police officer auscultates a smiling pregnant woman using a pinard
horn; police lights: red and blue in the background. Near the top, a caption in Polish signs:
POLICEDEMOCRACY500+PENSIONFROMCONCEPTION.PL. This caption is meant to imagine
a pension system which would provide a pension to a mother and a child from the moment of
the child's conception, and which would be under the control of the police and democracy.

Station 3 A . Germ for Further Formation [Amoeba vs Slime Moulds]
A germ for further formation is the expression I use for a living community, the material of Beuys's
social sculpture. This community is treated in the same way as other materials for sculpture:
clay, stone, wood, wire. In this station, we see this germ – material in action, in five scenes. It
has the quality of being created in order to continue to be formed in the future. The germ’s
underdeveloped qualities, as well as its own expectations of a long and creative life, are
obvious. At the same time, the violence of this process of formation, of civilization, of culture
is evident. A refined community–germ can take care of itself, satisfy its own particular needs: it
performs a symbolic hanging; it spreads Covid-19 conspiracy theories; it studies only theology
at the universities; it incites riots; in the State Forests, it cultivates own habits; it adopts the role
of a “stigmatized” elite. One small amoeba – in Beuys's case, his studies in biology – can constitute a reason to quit university and to begin working as an artist. It was only years later that
Beuys came to realize that man himself is an amoeba and that a community is a colony of
amoebids.
The term amoeba refers to an amoeboid form of life in different organisms and in various stages of development; it does not form, or refer to, a single taxonomic group. ”Me”, “you”, “she”:
almost anyone is an amoeba, except for the one who shapes the amoeba (and its colony). As
such, we can contrast amoebas with slime moulds, because the latter form an amoeboid
community – a plasmodium. Their colony is able to migrate in order to find food and to reproduce. Some individual organisms turn into a pseudopodium: these will not reproduce. Slime
moulds are organisms that cannot be grouped into one taxonomic group, because they share
some characteristics with spore fungi but some with protozoa as well.

2 6 . In this image, a germ busies itself hanging politicians from the gallows, thereby making
history. On what basis did we arrive at this conclusion? Have all questions been asked? What is
so primal about hanging? What does one achieve by hanging? What kind of reflexes by victims,
or reactions by perpetrators, are involved? How much satisfaction can hanging someone give
you? The germ – in an act of auto-creation – concerns itself with looking for answers, with building gallows (for traitors to the nation) and with hangings (not for real, at least not yet). The
fungi–slime moulds active during our Journey-Along-the-Wire [Polentransport] mission – will
produce that which is necessary: PILZ–ERDE; PILZ–WACHS.

2 7 . We already know that Covid-19 is being created in laboratories and then being spread.
Copper is a conductor, hence the use of copper colour and a small caption: Pilz-Kupfer save
yourself if you can. We create conspiracy theories, even though we know we are intensifying
this Covid-19 situation to a point where we no longer have it under control.

2 8 . The upper part of the image references a famous image by the photographer Sergey
Maximishin, which portrays women at the theological faculty of the University in Dagestan
where the practice of female genital mutilation is still being carried out. A head to a head:
an image alike to a miniature in a Krakow medieval manuscript. In the lower part of the image:
a still from a CNN video: in the Capitol, during the riots provoked by Trump supporters, a police
officer is being crushed in a doorway.

2 9 . Unstripped tree trunks, cut to fit sea containers: these are our State Forests. Those who visit
those woods speak of huge areas of deforestation. Probably all of the National Forest Holding's
unstripped trunks will be sent to China. At the same time, we appropriate the forest and
make it familiar by sticking caps from empty bottles into the trees’ bark. This is a habit: we may
cultivate it as long as there are enough trunks.

3 0 . To see and to criticize, from a (political) perspective, the ordinary. Elites, when endangered, secure their position with skill! and quickly! (in a flash!). A group of people whose names
we all know were vaccinated against Covid ahead of health care professionals. Elites in Poland
often show disrespect towards those who have achieved less, are less significant (who, God forbid, get in the elite's way, or vote “undemocratically”). There are left-leaning people who condemn these and other selfseeking statements and actions put forth by the elites. This painting
was inspired by a drawing which Political Critique published to illustrate an article about the
expedited vaccination of a large group of famous people, which had not been authorized by
the government. People's heads in the image overlap, are joined together [sczepione]. The
painting asks the question: “why were they joined together [sczepieni]?”, but not “why were they
vaccinated [szczepieni]?”: questions which differ by one letter only.

Station 4 : Symbolic Capital [Whip-Round Culture]
As individuals, we can acquire symbolic capital (this notion we owe to Thorstein Veblen,
Marcel Mauss, Pierre Bourdieu). Is it possible that the whole of Journey-Along-the-Wire
[Polentransport], in which an undefinable number of beings and things participate, also
possesses this type of capital? Especially because some beings and things, materials and forms
of status (such as wealth) only originate and come to creation (by colonies of fungi) during this
journey. Then, as nouveau riche, we will need symbolic capital even more. At the same time,
as nouveau riche who have been accepted and accepted without contempt, we will, as a matter
of fact, already be using our newly acquired symbolic capital.
This is how Whip-Round Culture operates in the field of Symbolic Capital. On the occasion of
handing over the gift of Polentransport, in the exposed courtyard of the ¸ódê Museum, the wind
knocked off Beuys’s hat. Jacek Kryszkowski picked up the hat. He did not return it to Beuys,
however, but used it then and there to start collecting coins and money. In the evening, in the
apartment of the director and his wife (itself situated inside the Palace of the Museum) Beuys
cut a huge ham he had brought as a gift. Let us describe what we have added here to the
image: alongside Beuys, Jacek – artist (equally hatless and in a Beuys’s style jacket) helps the
artist cut the ham. There is nothing more important than Symbolic Capital; some people have
less of it than others, quite a bit less sometimes*, or (maybe even) none of it.
* And for this reason, Kryszkowksi began to collect money, using Beuys’s unreturned hat, right
on the very spot where the artist just had it knocked off by the wind.

3 1 . Multiplication of friendship – Whip-Round Culture. Four knives are used for cutting; the
focus is on a ham that was brought to Poland in 1981 as a gift. One knife is being held by
Jessica, Joseph's daughter, and two more are being held by a man wearing a vest and a mask
of Beuys (produced by fungi). A final knife is being held by Jacek, who is standing right next to
Joseph. As they cut the ham, money is being dropped into both of their hats.

3 2 . In golden letters: Whole roasted mushroom with “Pilz–Schwefel Soße”. In a simple frying
pan, which has been taken along on a journey, lies an entire brain–fungus produced by
fungi–slime moulds. The brain–fungus is roasted whole and it is covered in a special sulfuric
sauce; the ingredients of Beuys's alchemy are made by fungi.

3 3 . Anthroposophy is a discipline that is better suited to the common people than it is to the
faculties of the humanities. Within the framework of anthroposophical thought, the world will
experience a man spiritually in a way that is non-academic and, so, accessible to this man.
Next to the boiler house in Goetheanum, which was designed by Rudolf Steiner, stand two
models. Both models are dressed in costumes that are designed and especially adapted so that
they can be produced by fungi–slime moulds. The costumes, as well as the general aura of
spirituality in the air, are beneficial during Journey-Along-the-Wire [Polentransport].

3 4 . Something like David and Goliath. The latter, wearing a bowler hat and a fungus mask,
warms a pile of fat with his breath: in doing so, he creates a warm corner. A large head, as in
the Caravaggio painting which depicts the story of David: David first uses his slingshot to kill
Goliath; he then uses the giant’s own sword to cut off his head. Our painting, however, depicts
Mixed Martial Arts: we see a man who has been named using the ambiguous term Kulturträger:
he who brings culture to others.

3 5 . The intelligence of the fungi evokes Alice in Wonderland's visions in Alice Liddell – little
animals are rushing off somewhere: they dash off, out from under Alice's feet. Alice is being
attacked by cards: spades, hearts, diamonds, clubs. She is also attacked by a fiery missile,
which flies at her from Alice Liddell's posed photograph entitled The Beggar. Alice Liddell poses
in the photograph in a torn, ragged shirt with a sagging shoulder strap. Opinion journalism
has been directing our attention to this photo for years.

Station 4A. von hier aus [Pilz; Filz; Gold; Knochen]
Beuys redeems and grants clemency to the monstrous Capital and to the symbols of its accumulation, as, for example, when he infuses a postcard of the two towers of the World Trade
Center with a warm glow by using the colour of butter. Von hier aus: capital expands “from
here* on out”, moving outward in order to multiply. The exhibition von hier aus is based on
Beuys's idea and Beuys also gave it its title. Beuys tried to defend the local art scene and local
art market in Düsseldorf after Gerhard Richter decided to move to Cologne.
* The peripheries to which we – and our art – belong cannot keep up with the market's socialness–realness, with the dynamic of expansion of the "real" market and culture: von hier aus –
Zwei Monate Neue Deutsche Kunst was an exhibition Beuys organized in Düsseldorf in 1984.
The realization of the promise of utopia will reveal a world in which everyone has a right to,
and the conditions for, a creative life. It is primarily capital in the form of means of art, used
in a work of art, which possesses the right and the conditions that are prerequisite to a creative
life. In order to build the aforementioned utopian world, capital must be expanded from here
on out, moving outward. During the Journey-Along-the-Wire [Polentransport] mission, we send
ourselves from here to the outside to search and experiment in order to survive. Does it all fit
together somehow? Does it all look fine?
– Who, then, are the female/male viewers, sculptors, painters participating in this journey?
– They are means of art used in a work.

3 6 . On top, a quote by Slavoj ÏiÏek: Gibarian is dying of shame. On Solaris, Gibarian is the
figure from whose thoughts the Ocean of Intelligence builds a giant neutrino Siren. Naked, and
with her huge mothers’ breasts in plain sight, she stumbles along the corridors of the station.
Each scientist has his own Siren made by the Ocean, fashioned from his thoughts, but the other
scientists' Sirens remain hidden away: behind a screen, in a cabin, in a closet, in a second
room. Is it because we can see Gibarian’s thoughts that he is dying of shame?
In the picture, we see an average Pole in Singapore in an apron with the National Geographic
logo. He is surrounded by creatures stuck on the walls, which appear as if they were alive. On
one side, a pig teddy bear (with round Mickey Mouse ears that were added by a female/male
sculptor/painter); on the other side, a virtual Wet Nurse from Solaris (with round balloon
breasts). A prospering Pole does not forget about welfare: his T-shirt is captioned: “Zandberg,
give a pension to Krzaczasty”.

3 7 . Keywords: Looking for mushrooms; Selecting a mushroom. A bag which was used to
collect mushrooms, which now lay scattered around it, has on it a print. The print shows a DVD
about Israel’s Siedlungspolitik, entitled Netanyahu versus Ahmadinedschad, published by TVMagazin Eizes Monokel. The DVD’s cover is an image of both of these figures against a backdrop of a mushroom cloud (like on a postcard).

3 8 . Buster Keaton is sitting on a couch wearing a hat, holding a large magnifying glass in his
left hand, reading the book How to Be a Detective. He has put on a mask of Karl Marx, made
by fungi–slime moulds. On a book a mask of the cover of Conan Doyle's A Study in Scarlet.
In medicine, scarlet is the colour of blood. Also, the work of a Marx–detective may consist in
tracking down the process of mastering and transforming nature and applying it to human
needs. It may, at the same time, consist in tracking down nature: where else it still is, how much
of it is still there, and who is it for?

3 9 . Jedem das Seine (To each what he deserves) is an ancient norm of justice and, at the same
time, the inscription on the gates of Buchenwald. The Pilz–Pelzmantel presented in the painting
is a fur coat made by fungi–slime moulds. It is being lifted by a lady who, in turn, is held up
by a gentleman. The gentleman is straining and holding his breath (both of these figures are
retired). In the upper right corner of the painting, an everyday situation: in the background,
a wide view of the countryside: time happily spent, him and her, one with a glass in hand and
another with a glass of beer on the table (both of them are already retired). In the lower right
corner: a stroll into world politics, Donald and Melania Trump in a park, with a security guard
in the background. Both are in coats made by fungi (Pilz–Mäntel). Melania has a strategy,
maybe a tactic, she says: “If you are like this, I will put you in a nursing home”.

4 0 . Nobody knows what a belly feels like when it belongs to more than one person. All the
activities which prepare for the welcoming of a child, and that are celebrated before its birth.
An umbilical cord at the sleeve of a baby romper illustrates this ambiguity.

